Welcome to the GIDS Cohort-Tracking application

Purpose
The GIDS Cohort-Tracking application is intended to help follow student progress through the academic experience here at Gavilan by providing some quantitave measurements of students who, having successfully completed a given course, go on to enroll in (pursist), and/or successfully complete (succeed in), a target course in a subsequent term.

How to Use the Application
Use the Choose Cohort tab to specify the criteria that will distinguish the cohort under consideration.
Basic criteria includes:
  - A named cohort from Banner (optional)
  - A starting term (required)
  - A ending term (required)
  - A starting course (required)
  - A ending course (required)
  - One or more starting sections (optional)
  - One or more ending sections (optional)

The More Options button can be clicked to show additional data that may be selected in order to break out the results by demographics or other criteria.

Click the Get Counts button to retrieve the data from the database. Persistence and Success counts are displayed on the Persistence & Success tab. Repeat counts are displayed on the Repeat Counts tab.

The Reset Page link will return the page to its newly-loaded state, clearing all previous selections and results.

Additional information on using the application can be found on the Help tab.